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Abstract

The DGA/CEB has performed an assessment of the dosimetric response of a single

unbiased MOSFET gamma-radiation sensor, designed and fabricated by LAAS-CNRS. This

transistor is to be the sensor of a military personal dosimeter to record the gamma doses

emitted at very hight doserate (>2000 cGy/h).

Resume

La DGA/CEB a effectue une evaluation approfondie de la reponse dosimetrique d'un

capteur de rayonnement gamma a MOSFET unique non-polarise, coniju et realise par le

LAAS/CNRS. Ce transistor pourra constituer le capteur d'un dosimetre personnel militaire

pour enregistrer les doses gamma delivrees a tres fort debit (>2000 cGy/h).

I. INTRODUCTION

In reply to a requirement from the French Headquarters Staff, the DGA/CEB is studying a

personnal dosemeter/dose-rate-meter to measure the radiation doserate on the field and the

absorbed tissue dose received by the soldier. In operation, the soldiers might have to face up to

various radiological situations like nuclear burst or mission in contamined zone. A system able to

measure mixed gamma-neutron radiation within a large dose range (20 cGy to 20 Gy) with varied

doserate (from a few cGy/h to 10^ucGy/s) has been designed. The CEB envisages the use of three

detectors :

• A silicon pin-diode to measure the gamma-ray dose emitted with a doserate lower

than 2000 cGy/h. The measurement is made by counting the pulses.

• A silicon pin-diode to record the neutron dose. The measurement is the forward

voltage change.

A Metal Oxide Semi-conductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) sensor to measure

the gamma-ray dose emitted at very high doserate (more than 2000 cGy/h). The absorbed dose is

measured by the threshold voltage shift.
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The MOSFET looks to be the best candidate for this last purpose. It has the advantages of

the electronic components. It is :

• very small,

• robust,

• easy to integrate,

• very low power consuming.

Moreover, it is supposed to satisfy operational constraints. It must be able to work at

extreme temperatures, from -40°C to +50°C, and to operate in mixed neutron-gamma field without

performance alteration or parasitic response [1].

This paper presents the dosimetric assessment of a new single MOSFET with a large oxide

thickness. This last characteristic offers an interesting radiation-sensitivity that enables to use it

without biasing the gate. This solution avoids numerous drawbacks as, for example, stress, under-

response at high doserate and problems linked to the battery behaviour at extreme temperatures.

II. BASIC PRINCIPLES

A. Radiation Effects on MOS Transistor

MOS transistors are extensively described in the literature [2,3] and the effect of ionizing

radiation on MOSFETs is the subject of numerous papers [4,5].

When a MOSFET is irradiated by gamma photons, electric charges are generated and

trapped in the gate oxide layer (Qox.i) o r a t t n e oxide-silicon interface (Qjt,i). Qox.i. which is positive,

leads to a shift of the transfer characteristics lo(drain current) versus V Q (gate voltage) towards

negative voltages. The interface charges Qjt,i mainly contribute to the degradation of the carriers

mobility u.p in the channel thus reducing the slope of the linear part of the characteristics.

The threshold voltage V j , defined as the intersection of the linear part of the curve and the

V Q axis, is given by :

Q ^ + Q i " (1)

where V jo is the value of V j before irradiation and COx is the gate capacitance. The measurement of

the change AVj of the theshold voltage after irradiation allows the evaluation of the absorbed dose.



B. Charge generation

During irradiation, electron-hole pairs are created by ionisation in the oxide layer and

recombine within picoseconds with a probability fr, which depends on the electric field Ej r in the

oxyde and the type and energy E of the radiation. The carriers which escape recombinaison are

separated by the electric field. The electrons having a high mobility (20 cm2/V.s at 20°C) leave the

oxide through the gate within picoseconds. The holes with a mobility about 10*4 cnvVv.s [6] move

slowly through the oxide to the interface.

When the gate is biased, the charge responsible of the threshold voltage shift after

irradiation can be written [7]:

Qox.i = q . g . d o x . [ 1 - fr(Ejr.E) ] . fT(process,Eir). D (2)

where q is the electron charge, g = 76.10^4 cm'^.Gy"^ is the electron-hole pair generation

coefficient for S1O2, dox the oxide thickness, fy the probability for the holes to be trapped in deep

traps in the oxide near the interface, and D the dose absorbed in the oxide layer.

By applying an electric field about 2 MV/cm the maximum of dose sensitivity is obtained [8].

Nevertheless, biasing a MOSFET leads to different problems. Any change of the bias value modifies

the dose response. Holding a bias on the gate of a MOSFET can cause stress effects on the fixed

oxide charges leading to the appearance of a predose. In addition, after irradiation, the electrical

stress on generated and trapped charges can lead to fading effects.

When the field Ejr is egal to zero, which is our case because the dosimeter is unbiased (i.e.

V Q = 0), it does exist trapped charges because of holes diffusion and space charge effects.

Consequently, the MOSFET is still radiation sensitive.

C. Temperature Effects

Both V j and |ip are affected by the temperature. This is a serious problem to use a

MOSFET as a dosemeter if reading is not made at constant temperature.

A solution to this problem is to use two symetrical MOSFETs (called dual MOSFET), one is

biased to emphazise its dose sensitivity, the second unbiased quasi-insensitive to the dose actes as

a reference. In such a device, the difference between the shitf AVf(+) for the biased and AVj(O) for

the unbiased MOSFET respectively is only dependant upon the irradiation dose.

It is possible to obtain a MOSFET having all its transfer characteristics I D - V G . plotted at

different reading temperatures, crossing in a single point called Zero Temperature Coefficient point

(ZTC) (see figure 1). The dose is evaluated by measuring the drift of the gate voltage that must be



applied to keep the drain current at IzTO l n these working conditions, the dose reading is not

temperature dependent.
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Figure 1: Typical transfer characteristics with temperature as parameter.

III. EXPERIMENTAL - RESULTS

A. Experiment

The Centre d'Etudesdu Bouchet has made a exhaustive assessement of the dosimetric

response of the single unbiased MOSFET designed and fabricated by the LAAS-CNRS at

TOULOUSE. The trials were carried out on 2 lots of 150 devices each irradiated at zero gate voltage.

The tests have been made taking into account numerous parameters like dose, doserate,

temperature during the irradiation and reading, and neutron sensitivity. However, the spectral

response has not been studied because it depends greatly on the detector vicinity. This study is

premature because the geometry and the nature of the housing are not yet fixed.

The LAAS transistor is a p-channel MOSFET having a large oxide thickness (2 u.m). The

complete design and process are the fruit of an optimization research to obtain the best compromise

between sensitivity and stability. In the prototype, the chip is encapsulated in a non sealed TO-5 can.



During the irradiations, all the pins of the MOSFET are connected together, thus the gate

bias is zero. The reading consists of plotting the transconductance ( I D " V G )
 c u r v e w i * n a HP4145A

analyser, the subtrate being connected to the source. The sample is put in an oven to control the

temperature.

The measured quantity is not V j but an equivalent quantity, Vp, defined as the voltage

necessary to hold the current IF at the median value (evaluated for the lot) of IzTC- Practically IzTC

differs slightly from a MOSFET to another (from 69 to 73 \iA). However, the choice of a common

value (Ip = 70 u.A) for the measurement reduces the accuracy by a factor 2. Experimental results

(figure 2) show that the irradiation does not introduce a significant change on IzTC (0-3 l^A/Gy) within

the range 1 cGy -10 Gy. In fact, IzjC is n° t a single point, but there is a region where the I-V curves at

different temperatures cross each other. At low dose, we shall see that a 0.015 volts shift can be

observed between the minimum and maximum crossover points. For the worst case (D>1Gy), this

interval can reach 0.04 volts. This phenomenon causes another limitation of the measurement

accuracy.
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Figure 2 : Experimental behaviour of IZTC as a function of the irradiation dose.



B. Consistency

Statistical distribution of the initial MOSFET electrical properties has been studied in order

to assess their influence on the the dosimetry results. The threshold voltage and the K factor:

Z
(3)

(Z = width and L = length of the channel) measured at 20°C, on a lot of 150 MOSFETs, before

irradiation, are shown in the following table :

Table 1 '• Statistical distrbution of the electrical properties of the MOSFET

before irradiation (at 20°C)

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard deviation

-VT(V)

-7,11

-5,90

-6,44

0,33

K(* 10"5AV-2)

16

19

17,88

0,36

Regarding the large V j distribution (1.2 V), the individual identification of each transistor is

essential.

C. Dose Response

In this test, five MOSFETs have been simultaneously irradiated, using a cobalt-60

radioactive source, at ambient temperature. After irradiation, the transconductance curves at -30, 0,

20 and 50cC are plotted for every MOSFETs. The Vp change versus dose is measured and the dose

sensitivity is calculated as following :

_AVF_VF(D)-VF(D =- D - - (4)

The dose response (figure C) is non-linear. The sensitivity of this unbiased MOSFET is very

high (higher than most of biased sensors) and always greater than 3 mV/cGy (table 2). The sensitivity

standard deviation is lower than 5%, allowing to take a mean value of the sensitivity for whole the

MOSFETs1 lot.



Table 2 : Variation of the dose sensitivity of the LAAS-MOSFET as a function of the absorbed gamma

dose (at 20°C).

Dose

(cGy tissue)

5

25

50

100

200

500

1000

2000

Mean sensitivity

(mV/cGy)

5.0

4.8

4.6

4.4

4.2

3.7

3.0

2.1

Standard deviation

3%

3%

4%

5%

5%

4%

4%

4%
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Figure 3 : Radiation dose response of an unbiased MOSFET.
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D. Evolution with Time

Measurements made by CEB, at ambient temperature, during several monthes do not

exhibit any change of Vp after irradiation. Annealing measurements have been performed during

160 hours on parts irradiated up to 2685 cGy and placed in an oven, at 55°C, using zero volt bias [9].

The decrease of the dose response did not exceed 3%. F. Gessin, at LAAS, studying the variation

of the post-irradiation voltage under electrical (1MV/cm) and thermal (100°C) stress [10] observed a

20% signal decrease after 550 hours heating. All these data prove the high stability of the LAAS-

MOSFET.

E. Sensitivity to Doserate

1) Low Doserate:

Measurements of the change in Vp have been performed for two irradiation doses - 50 cGy

(negligible biological effects) and 500 cGy (lethal dose) - obtained with two different doserates (5 and

100 cGy/h). Table 3 summarizes the results of these measurements performed on 3 series of 5

MOSFETs using a cobalt-60 radioactive source. The difference between the measured shift of Vp in

these experiments is closed to the expected one (around 20%) - i.e. evaluated using the results of

the dose response assessment (doserate around 1000 cGy/h). One can conclude that doserate

does not influence the dose measurement, at these low doserates.

Table 3 : Comparison between the measured and the expected values of Vp for one irradiation at

low doserates and for different doses

Doserate (cGy/h)

Absorbed dose (cGy tissue)

AVp mean (mV)

Standard deviation (mV)

AVp expected (mV)

Difference between measured and

expected

5

50

-151

8

-175

-13%

5

500

-1973

86

-1750

13%

100

500

-2071

74

-1750

18%



2) High Doserate:

This experiment was carried out at the Centre d'Etudes de Gramat (DGA, France). The

irradiations were made with the high energy pulsed X-ray generator ASTERIX. This facility gives a

braking X-ray irradiation of maximum energy 7 MeV, average energy around 700 keV and pulse width

of 35 ns.

Three series of five MOSFETs were irradiated at three doserates (approximatively 107,

and 101 0 cGy/s). In the first case a negligible integrated dose was obtained. In the others cases 43

and 337 cGy were delivered respectively on the MOSFETs. Dosimetry was performed using

radiophotoluminescent (RPL) glasses. The MOSFETs were placed inside a Faraday cage to

eliminate electromagnetic effects from the pulse. Measurements performed immediatly after

irradiation and after a delay of of some days showed similar results.

The measured changes in Vp voltage (table 4) are close to the expected value, within less

than 10%.

Table 4 : Very high doserate irradiation (flash X-ray):

comparison between measured and expected Vp values.

Doserate (cGy/h)

Absorbed dose ^cGy tissue)

AVF mean (mV)

Standard deviation (mV)

Av*F expected (mV)

Difference between measured and

expected

1E+7

0.3

74

32

-1

1E+9

43

-142

8

-151

6%

1E+10

336

-1228

66

-1176

4%

3) Intermediate Doserate:

This experiment was carried out using SILENE reactor (Nuclear reactor of the Centre

d'Etudes Nucleates de Valduc, France). In the burst mode, the total dose is delivered in 50 ms. A

gamma/neutron ratio higher than 10 was obtained by using a polyethylene neutron to gamma

converter.

In order to complete the evaluation of the MOSFET response versus doserate, four series

of MOSFETs were irradiated at intermediate doserates (1000-20000 cGy/s). The four series of



MOSFETs were placed at four different distances away the reactor. The characteristics and the

results of this experiment are given in table 5.

The deviation between the measured and the expected value of the voltage shift does not

exceed 30%. This value must be compared to uncertainty in the gamma dose measurement that is

certainly of the order of 10 cGy.

Table 5: Intermediate doserate irradiation (burst reactor): comparison between measured and

expected Vp values for four different doserates.

Distance

Doserate (cGy/h)

Absorbed dose (cGy tissue)

A V F mean (mV)

Standard deviation (mV)

A V F expected (mV)

Difference between

measured and expected

1.50 m

20540

1027

-3052

155

-3595

-15%

1.70 m

15720

786

-2628

110

-2751

-4%

3.00 m

5040

882

-1040

30

-882

18%

7.00 m

920

46

-208

27

-161

29%

In conclusion, it can be asserted that the LAAS MOSFET response is not modified by the

doserate within a large range of doserates (5 cGy/h - 1 0 ^ cGy/s) and doses (1-10 Gy tissue),

F. Temperature Sensitivity

Tests were made to measure the influence on the response of the temperature during

irradiation. Assessment was aimed in the range -31 °C to +42°C.

For this, a serie of five MOSFETs was irradiated at two different temperatures, -31 °C and

+42°C, with the same dose (1 Gy). The results were compared to the measurement made at 20°C,

temperature used in the study of the dose response (1 Gy).

Table 6 summarizes the measured values. It can be considered that the irradiation

temperature does not affects the dose response.
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Table 6: Vp shift after gamma irradiation (1 Gy) at various irradiation temperatures.

Irradiation temperature

Absorbed dose (cGy tissue)

Cumulated dose {cGy tissuej

AVF mean (mV)

Standard deviation (mV)

AVp expected (mV)

Difference between measured and

expected

+20°C -31 °C +42°C

100

100

-458

23

-440 ± 22

4%

200

-489

24

-402 ± 20

22%

300

-335

19

-366 ±18

-3%

G. Neutron Response

By definition, an individual military dosimeter must operate in a mixed field. So, it is essential

to know the response of the detector in a neutron field. In order to study the neutron sensitivity of

the MOSFETs, some samples were irradiated in a mixed field at SILENE. The reactor was equipped

with a lead screen (10 cm thick). A greater than 5 value of the neutron dose/gamma dose ratio is thus

obtained, at 3 m. The dose was delivered in around 100 seconds which corresponds to a neutron

tissue doserate of about 30 Gy/h at 3 m. Two series of 5 MOSFETs were irradiated at two different

distances away the core corresponding to two different doses. The experimental results are given in

table 7.

Table 7: Measured change in VF for one irradiation in a mixed neutron/gamma field (SILENE reactor)

at two different doses.

Distance from reactor

Neutron Dose (cGy tissue)

Gamma dose (cGy tissue)

A V F mean (mV)

Standard deviation (mV)

A V F expected (mV)

Difference between measured and

expected

3.20 m

609

87

-428

32

-386 ± 20

1 1 %

4.70 m

330

71

-361

15

-317 ±16

14%
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From the standard curves it is possible to estimate the change in the Vp voltage due to the

gamma dose alone and therefore to deduce the neutron sensitivity by substraction. The results

does not underscore any neutron sensitivity.

In addition, a batch of 5 MOSFET was irradiated by high energy neutrons. These neutrons

were provided by a fusion reaction obtained by means of the 400 kV electrostatic generator from

CEB (En = 14 keV). In this case, gamma contamination of the neutron field is very low (about 5%).

Table 8: Measured change in VF for one irradiation by means of high energy (14 MeV) neutrons.

Neutron Dose (cGy tissue)

Gamma doseJcGy tissue)

AVF mean (mV)

Standard deviation (mV)

A V F expected (mV)

195

10

-26

3

-35

Taking into account the difficulty to measure accurately the gamma dose in a field

containing a high proportion of neutrons, this result confirms that the presence of neutrons does not

affect the MOSFET response (within 20%).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The LAAS MOSFET assessment performed by the CEB shows that, in the dose range

studied (1 cGy - 25 Gy):

• The dose response is not linear

• The detection threshold is lower than 5 cGy and the average sensitivity is 3.5

mV/cGy.

to 1E10cGy/s).

The MOSFET is doserate insensitive over the wide investigated range (from 5 cGy/h

It is neutron insensitive.

The temperature during irradiation does not influence the reading.

There is no fading.

The reproductibility of the response is very good.
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It can be concluded that the dosimetric response of the LAAS MOSFET is very satisfactory.

The effective measurement range is from 10 cGy to more than 20 Gy (tissue) at ±30%. This detector

is doserate independent within a wide range extending from 5 cGy/h to 1E8 Gy/s (tissue) at ±30%.

No change has been observed in its performances within a temperature range of -30°C to +50°C.

The high sensitivity and the existence of a ZTC point allows to use a single unbiased device. This

situation is better than using a dual MOSFET. The single unbiased MOSFET has numerous

avantages:

• No biasing, therefore no power supply need.

• No sensitivity change due to bias variation.

No temperature effect on the battery.

• No problem of battery storage.

• Simplicity.

• No device selection to obtain symetrical MOSFETs, therefore less waste during the

process.

• No doserate effects because of photo-current.

As a summary, this transistor looks like the perfect gamma sensor despite the fact that the

dispersion of initial characteristics imposes to identify each transistors.
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